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1. In this paper we obtain disconjugacy criteria for 2nth-order self- 
adjoint scalar differential equations by methods based on the relationship 
which exists between disconjugacy of self-adjoint equations and certain 
features of eigenvalue problems. 
This relationship was first mentioned and used in [8] to study the discon- 
jugacy of second-order equations. Its use was later extended to the particular 
case of the fourth-order equation [3] and to second-order vector-matrix 
equations [12]. In Section 2 of the present paper, this relationship is estab- 
lished for the equations with which we are concerned, and it is then used in 
Section 3 in conjunction with the classical minimum properties of eigenvalues 
to obtain disconjugacy criteria involving arbitrary functions (of certain 
classes). By appropriate choice of these functions these criteria lead to explicit 
disconjugacy conditions. Although conditions in the literature [4, 5, IO, 1 I] 
are similar to some of these, the present conditions are new results or 
strengthened versions of known results. 
It is of interest to note that, in spite of the equivalence of the scalar bound- 
ary value problems considered in this paper to a system of two first-order 
matrix-matrix equations [4], the criteria which we shall obtain are not special 
cases of results in [I21 concerning disconjugacy problems for second-order 
vector-matrix differential equations. Indeed, the transformation of such scalar 
systems into vector-matrix form leads to boundary value problems which are 
quite different from those considered in [12]. 
2. In this paper we consider scalar differential equations of the form 
(r(x)y(“‘)(“’ - (- l)“p(x)y = 0, (2.1) 
where I E P[O, co), p E C[O, a), and I and p are positive. 
We say that (2.1) is d&on&gate [6, 71 on the (finite or infinite) interval I if 
no solution of (2.1) has more than 2n - 1 zeros in I, where the zeros are 
counted with their multiplicities. 
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In this section, we shall relate the disconjugacy of (2.1) to suitable eigen- 
value problems in a manner analogous to that employed in the case of the 
vector-matrix differential equations in [12]. The relevant eigenvalue prob- 
lems are 
(r(x) y(n))(n) - (- 1)” @(X) y = 0, 
y(i)(a) = yW(b) = 0, i=O ,..., n 
and the “free-endpoint problem” 
(r(x) y(n))(n) - (- I)” hp(x) y = 0, 
y'ya) = y'"+i'(b) = 0, i = O,..., n
1, 
(2.2) 
1. 
(2.3) 
- 
- 
We denote the smallest eigenvalue of (2.2) by pb , and that of (2.3) by A, . 
By classical results [l , 21, the eigenvalue pb is given by 
pb = $j,f &h (2.4) b 
where 
Mb = (U E P[u, b] ] U(~)(U) = u@)(b) = 0 for i = O,..., II - 1, and U(X) + 0} 
and J(U) is the Rayleigh quotient defined by 
Similarly, 
s 
b 
r(x) (u(n))2 ax 
.h) = a (, 
s 
/(x) u-2 dx . 
xb = zp .&>, 
b 
(2.5) 
where 
Lb = (U E P[a, b] ) u(*)(cz) = 0 for i = 0 ,..., n - 1, and U(X) + O}. 
In both (2.4) and (2.5), the minimum is attained when u is the appropriate 
eigenfunction. 
It is clear that the relation 
Xb < I-Lb (2.6) 
follows from these results. 
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We shall see that pb > 1 is a necessary condition for the disconjugacy of 
(2.1). It will further be shown that, in spite of (2.6), disconjugacy of (2.1) will 
also imply the condition h,, > 1 (provided r(x) is subject to certain restric- 
tions). This latter fact together with the minimum property, (2.5) will be 
used in Section 3 to obtain disconjugacy criteria for (2.1). 
We begin with formal statements of the two results referred to above. 
THEOREM 2.1. If equation (2.1) is disconjugate on [a, b], then the smallest 
eigenvalue, p,, , of the system (2.2) satisfies p,, > 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. If Jr ,1/r(x) dx = co and if (2.1) is disconjugate on [a, w)for 
some a > 0 then, for any b > a, the smallest eigenvalue, A, , of the system (2.3) 
satisjies A, > 1. 
An alternative concept of disconjugacy [lo] (occasionally referred to as 
disconjugacy in the sense of &id) is the non-existence of a solution of (2.1) 
having two nth-order zeros in the interval I.This concept arises from prob- 
lems in the calculus of variations, and is more restrictive than the one which 
we have defined.,If the disconjugacy in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is taken in the 
sense of Reid, then the necessary conditions appearing in these theorems are 
easily shown to be also sufficient. Indeed, if (2.1) is not disconjugate inthe 
sense of Reid, then some solution u of (2.1) has nth-order zeros at two points 
xi , x2 E [a, b]. Multiplication f (2.1) by u and integration ver [x1 , .~a] yield 
s % r(x) (z@))~ dx 
1 = 21rp 
s 
= fb4 
51 $44 u2 dx 
We define afunction U+ by setting U+(X) = U(X) for x E [x1 , x2], and U+(X) = 0 
otherwise. Clearly, u+ is in Mb and pa < J(u+) = f(u) = 1. This proves the 
sufficiency ofthe condition t+, > 1 in Theorem 2.1. From this (and (2.6)), the 
sufficiency ofthe condition X,, > 1 follows trivially. 
Although these conditions might conceivably also be sufficient to guarantee 
disconjugacy in the usual sense, this seems to be difficult to prove, and thus 
remains an open question. We add here a few remarks indicating the type of 
difficulty encountered. If q(a) = inf c, where Eq. (2.1) is not disconjugate on
[a, c), it is known [6, 71 that the equation has a solution with a Kth-order zero 
at x = a and a (2n - K)th-order zero at x = ~(a) (1 < k < 2n - 1). If it 
were known that K = n, the two concepts of disconjugacy would be identical. 
However, all that is known about the multiplicities of the zeros is that K has 
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the same parity as n, and, except for n = 1, 2, this information is not suf- 
ficient o prove that k = n. 
Turning now to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we suppose that pb < 1, and 
we use the well-known fact that ph decreases continuously and monotonically 
as b increases. We wish to show that there exists a point c E (a, b) such that 
pC = 1. In view of what was just said, this will clearly be the case if we can 
show that 
t%- CQ as c + a (c E (a, b)). (2.7) 
Since the equation could not possibly be disconjugate on [a, b] if there exists 
a point c E (a, b) such that pLc = 1, this will establish our assertion. 
To prove (2.7), we note that for any function u satisfying the boundary 
conditions at x = a. we have 
u”(x) = [,I dt,-, jr-’ dt,-, *.a j:’ u(%)(t) dt12 
= [& j: ‘“;d& &($P)(t) dt]’ 
< [&,I’ j:(“;;~“dt j:r(t)(u’“‘)“dt 
< [&I2 j;k$dt j:r(t)(u(“))2dt, 
and therefore, 
[(n - l)!]” 
‘(*) a j: p(t) dt j: tc ;;-2 & * 
Evidently, the right side of this last inequality tends to infinity as c -+ a. 
Since p-C > A, = inf J(U), (2.7) follows. This proves Theorem 2.1. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.2 we again use the monotonicity property of 
the eigenvalue A, in its dependence on b. However, we now require the strict 
inequality AC < Xb for c > b. To establish this, we denote by ub an eigen- 
solution of (2.3) corresponding to A, , and we define the function ubC by 
%M = I ub(x) if x E [a, bl, !A4 if xE(b,c]. 
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Here, n(x) is the (n - 1)st degree polynomial defined by q(“)(b) = u:“(b) 
for k = O,..., n - 1. Evidently ubc is in L, . From (2.5), we have 
s 
b 
T(X) (I$‘)~ dx 
I 
b 
r(x) (uF’)~ dx 
A,= ab >b a 
- 
s 
~(4 ub2 dx P(x) ub2 dx + 
a s R I 
; P(x) q2 dx 
W9 
s 
’ r(x) (~2’)~ dx 
a z 
s ’ Ax) 6 dx 
3 A, 9 
a 
and this shows that A, is indeed a strictly decreasing function of b. 
The following statement, because of (2.4), is equivalent to Theorem 2.1. 
If (2.1) is disconjugute on [a, b], then 
,: p(x) u2 dx < j-” r(x) (~4~))~ dx (2.9 
a 
for all functions u E Mb . 
We shall make use of (2.9) in the following way. Let u be any function in Lb 
and, for c > b, let yc be a function in MC such that ye(x) = U(X) for x E [a, b]. 
Equation (2.1) is disconjugate on [a, c] C [a, 00). Thus, from (2.9), we have 
@4 ye2 dx < ,I W (rd”‘)” dx. 
By the positivity ofp, we can obtain 
[:P(x) u2 dx < 1: p(x)y,2 dx < 1; r(x) (ucn’)’ dx + j-1 Y(X) (Y?‘)~ dx, 
(2.10) 
where, we recall, u is any function in Lb . 
If it is possible tochoose y, so that f: r(x) (~:‘)a dx -+ 0 as c -+ CO, then it 
will follow from (2.10) that 
Jl p(x) u2 dx < j-” r(x) (u(n))2 dx. 
a 
This inequality, inview of (2.5), proves hb > 1. However, we have seen that 
hb is a strictly decreasing function of b, and therefore, quality cannot hold. 
Hence, &, > 1, as asserted in Theorem 2.2. 
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Thus to prove Theorem 2.2, we have to show that, for any set of constants 
{Yo >..-, m-i} and for c > b, there exists a function yC of class D” in [b, c] for 
which the conditions 
yy(b) = yi ) i=O )..., n - 1; (2.11) 
yb”‘(c) = 0, i = o,..., n - 1 ; (2.12) 
and 
s 
c~(~)(y~))2dx-0 as C--+02 (2.13) 
b 
are satisfied. Evidently, the most promising choice for yC is the function 
which minimizes the integral in (2.13);. i e., the solution of the Euler equation 
(r(X)yyp = 0. (2.14) 
The first n integrations of (2.14) yield an (n - I)st degree polynomial, 
which we write in the form 
n-1 
Y(X) y?)(x) = 1 a& - b)'". (2.15) 
k=O 
Integrating n more times, we obtain 
(2.16) 
=& jI(x - t)s-ly a,vdt. 
k=O 
Our choice of c as the lower limit in (2.16) ensures that (2.12) is satisfied, 
irrespective of the values of the uk . Differentiating the last term in (2.16), we 
have 
ak 11 (t - x)~-‘-~ 9 dt (2.17) 
for i = O,..., n - 1. 
For short, we write 
Ii =s j = O,..., 2n - 2. (2.18) 
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Setting x = b in (2.17), we see that the a, are determined by the system of 
linear equations 
n-1 
~~~n,l,-,_,+l,=(-I)n-i(n-l-i)!yi-Pi, i=o )..., n-1. 
Employing matrix notation, we write this system as 
Da =/I, (2.19) 
where D = (&) is the symmetric matrix with dij = dji = 12n-i.-i, 
i,j= 1 ,***, n; cd = (a1 ,..., a,) = (u,-~ , une2 ,..., a ); and /3 = (A ,..., 8 ) with 
pi = (- 1)-i (n - 1 - i)! yi . F or example, when n = 3, (2.19) is equiv- 
alent to 
With this notation, we have 
s ’ r(x) (y:‘)” dx = ‘5’ Ik 2 q/c-j , b k=O j=O (2.20) 
where aj = 0 ifj 3 n, and we have used (2.15). From the definition of ai, we 
have CQ = anpj , and thus 
If for j $ [l, n], we define 01~ = 0, then 
2n-2 k 2n-2 n-1 2n-2 n 
z. Ik z. %-i%-k+i = & Ik z. %-&-kii = go ‘k zl P%-k--i 
Solving (2.19) for 01, we have 
det DAB) 
% = an-i = det D ) i = o,..., n - 1, (2.21) 
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where D&?) is the matrix obtained from D by replacing its ith column by 
the vector /3. 
Hence, from (2.19) and (2.21), we have 
and therefore, in view of (2.20), 
s ’ r(x) (Y’~‘)~ dx = f /lj d;eF;p) . b i=l (2.22) 
We denote by D,, the matrix obtained from D by replacing its ith row by 
the vector whosejth component is 1 and whose other components are all zero. 
Thus, det Dij is the cofactor of the element dii . More generally, we denote by 
Dii,IWl the matrix obtained from D by replacing the ith and mth rows by 
vectors whose jth and nth components, respectively, are 1, and whose other 
components are all zero. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, we need the following fact. 
LEMMA 2.3. For 1 < i, j < n, 
I det Dij I 3 o 
det D 
~ c--b co. 
Indeed, expansion of det Di(/?) by the cofactors of the elements of the jth 
column enables us to write the sum in (2.22) as 
det D@) 
det D 
By Lemma 2.3, each term in the double sum tends to zero as c + CO. Hence, 
(2.22) shows that the condition 
s ’ r(x) (Y(“))~ dx + 0 as c+ co, b 
on which the proof of Theorem 2.2 depends is indeed satisfied. 
We will prove Lemma 2.3 by showing that 
det D 
/ det Dij / * ca as 
c+ co. (2.23) 
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As a first step to this end, we will show that det D > 0. To do this, we 
define X, = (X - b)” and or ,..., u, , as real constants not all zero. Then, for 
c > b, 
where u = (ul ,..., u,); i.e., D is the symmetric matrix of a positive-definite 
quadratic form. Hence, det D > 0 for c > b. 
A similar proof, with ,z,,-~ and z,-~ deleted, shows det Dii,jj > 0 for c > b. 
We will also need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. If k andj are integers and0 < j < k < 2n - 2, then IjlI, + 0 
ascot03. 
For a given c > 0, the inequality Ij/Ik < E is equivalent to 
j-1 (‘(x - b)“-j - 1) w dx > 0. 
Since k - j > 0, there exists an x,, such that for all x > x,, the integrand of 
(2.24) is positive. Also, because of s” l/r(x) dx = co, there exists a c0 such 
that for all c > c, 
s ’ % (4x - b)“-j - 1) w dx > j 1” b (‘(x - b)k-j - 1) w dx / . 
Hence, (2.24) holds for all c 3 cs , and the lemma is proved. 
We shall now determine the asymptotic behavior of yDy as c tends to 
infinity, where y = (yl ,..., y J is a constant non-zero vector. To indicate the 
integration limits in the expressions Ii defined in (2.18), we use the symbol 
D(s 1 t) for the matrix whose elements, dif(s / t), are defined by 
US I t> = / 
t (x _ b)2n-i-j dx 
s +4 * 
In particular, D(b 1 c) = D. 
For cr < c2 , we have 
yD(b I 4 Y - yD(b I 4 Y = YD(CI I 4 Y> 
and it is easy to show that yD(cl 1 cJ y is positive. Hence, yDy is a strictly 
monotone increasing function of c. 
From Lemma 2.4 we have, for any c > 0, 
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where K is the smallest integer satisfying yk f 0 and where c is taken suf- 
ficiently arge. Thus, we have proved the following result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let y be a non-zero constant vector. Then yDy is a strictly 
increasing function of c which tends to infinity as c -+ 00. 
This, in turn, leads to the following statement. 
The smallest eigenvalue of the matrix D tends to infmity as c + co. 
Indeed, suppose this were not so. Then if h(c) denotes the smallest eigen- 
value of D, we have 
li’ffrif h(c) = p < co; (2.25) 
that is, there exists a sequence of numbers {cn} with c, -+ a and a sequence of 
vectors {yn} with I/ yn /I = 1 such that y,D(b / cn) ‘yn < p + I for n = 1, 2,... . 
Let y,, be a cluster point of the sequence {yn}. We see from Lemma 2.5 that, 
for some ca , we have y,,Dy, > p + 2 whenever c 3 cO. Since the form ZDX 
is continuous with respect o z at c = c,, there exists aneighborhood N of y,, 
such that yDy > p + 1 at c = c,, for all y E N. Hence, by applying Lemma 
2.5 to each y EN, we may conclude that yDy > p + 1 for all c >, c0 and for 
all y EN. This contradiction f(2.25) proves the assertion. 
As a final extension of our notation, we use D(il , j, , MI;...; i, , j, , M,) 
to denote the matrix obtained from D = (dij) by substracting the number 
M, from the element dikj, , for K = l,..., m and leaving the remaining ele- 
ments of D unaltered. Then, by Lemma 2.4 and an argument which is essen- 
tially the same as the one just used, we obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let i and j be integers with 1 < i, j < n. Then for any real M 
there exists a c,, such that det D(i, j, M; j, i, M) > 0 for all c 3 c0 . Further- 
more, the smallest eigenvalue of D(i, j, M; j, i, M) tends to in$nity as c tends to 
infinity. 
We are now in a position to prove (2.23). We choose a real number M such 
that M(det Dii) > 0, and we will show that, however large /M 1 is, we have 
det D - M(det Dij) > 0 (2.26) 
for all sufficiently large c. Clearly, (2.26) is equivalent to (2.23). 
We recall that Dij is equal to D except for the ith row where its entries are 
Skj , h = l,..., n.Then, it is easy to see that 
det D - M(det Dij) = det D(i, j, M) 
= det D(i, j, M; j, i, M) + M(det D,Xi,j, M)). 
(2.27) 
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By Lemma 2.6, the first term on the right side, det D(i, j, M; j, i, M), is posi- 
tive for c sufficiently large. 
It is not dlfficultito show that 
M(det Dii(i, j, M)) - M(det:Dij) = M(det D,J - M2(det Dij,ji) 
- M(det D,J 
But, as we have seen, det D,i,jj is positive. Thus, 
M(det Dji(i, j, M)) > M(det Dij). 
Since the positivity of M(det Dij) is ensured by our choice of the sign of M, 
it follows that the second term on the right in (2.27) is also positive. Hence, 
(2.26) is established, and therefore, Lemma 2.3 is proved. As previously 
mentioned, this completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
3. Because of the minimum property (2.5) of the eigenvalue hb , Theo- 
rem 2.2 contains the following necessary condition for the disconjugacy 
of (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. If Jz l/r(x)dx = co and if (2.1) is disconjugate on [a, co) 
for some a > 0, then for any b > a, 
f)(x) 23dx < j-” r(x) (u(n))2 dx, 
a 
where u is any function in Lb and 
Lb = {ZJ 1D E D”[a, b]; v@)(a) = 0 for i = 0 ,..., n - 1; and n(x) f O}. 
To illustrate th type of result obtainable with the help of Theorem 3.1, 
we consider the case of the equation 
y(2n) - (- l>“p(x)y = 0, P 6 WI, a), P(X) > 0. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.2. If (3.1) is disconjugate on [a, co) then, for /3 > 2n - 1, 
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and, consequently, 
THEOREM 3.3. If (3.1) is disconjugate on [a, co) then 
n-2 
where 01 < 2n - 1. This bound is sharp, as shown by the equation 
n-1 
n (2n - 1 - 2i)2 
9290 _ (- 1)” i=o 
22% 
y -0. x2”- (3.2) 
To prove Theorem 3.2, we define the function v by 
c,(t - a)B/2 if t 6 [a, 4
v(t) = n-2 
c,(t - a)a12 - 1 ak(t - x)” if t E (x, a), 
k=O 
where 
and 
n-2 n-2 
j.-I b - 2i) 
Cl = ‘2 _ a))3,2 Y 
n (B - 29 
c2 = ‘ii _ a)“/2 ’ 
a _ (5: Ca - 29 (B - W) (E (p - 2j) - ff (a - 2j)) 
k- 
j=k 
h! Zk(x - a)k 
for k = O,..., n - 2. 
It is easily seen that v E P[a, 00) and, if ,B > 2(n - l), that v(i)(a) = 0 for 
i = O,..., n - 1. Hence, v EL, for all b > a and by Theorem 3.1, we have 
j)(t) g(t) dt + 1; p(t) v2(t) dt < 1: (v(~))~ dt + l”, (vcn))’ dt. (3.3) 
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Taking (Y < 2n - 1 and letting b --f co, we obtain from (3.3) 
n-2 
E (a - w2 
s 
5 n-2 
(x - 4H2n-l) 
(t - ~)~p(t) dt + (x - @‘~-l--ir n (p - 292 
n i=o 2 
n-2 
X 
s 
mp(t) 
(x - up2 c a,(t - x)” 
(t - .)a/2 - k=O 
n-2 
z 
E (P - 29 1 dt 
c n-2 < 2-2n E (a - 292 (p - 292 1 (p - cd) 
’ II l + (p - 2n + 1;(2n - 1 - a) I . 
(3.4) 
Discarding the second term on the left-hand side of (3.4) (which is per- 
missible, since this term is positive) and setting 01 = 2n - 2, we have the 
assertion fTheorem 3.2. 
In much the same manner, we can prove the inequality in Theorem 3.3 
by applying Theorem 3.1 to the function w defined by 
where a: < 2n - 1 and P is the polynomial of degree 2n - 1 satisfying 
P(u) = 0, p(i)(,) = K, (t - .)a/2 
dt’ , 
i=O ,*.*, n - 1. 
t=x 
However, in order to prove the assertion fTheorem 3.3 concerning sharp- 
ness, we must verify that Eq. (3.2) fis d’ isconjugate on [a, co) for some a > 0. 
We shall, in fact, show that it is disconjugate on (0, CO). This is a consequence 
of the following result of Polya [9]. 
Let L be the dz&entiul operator defined by 
Ly = y(n) + un-ly(n-l) + ‘.. + u,y, 
where ai , i = O,..., n - 1, are constants. Then the equation 
Ly = 0 (3.5) 
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is disconjugate on (- 00, w) if, and only if, all the roots of the indicial polyno- 
mial 
q(~)=xn+a,_~z”-l+...+a,=O 
are real. 
The Euler equation 
ycn) + a,-l~-lyh-l) + ... + afi+y = 0, (3.6) 
where the ai, i = O,..., n - 1, are constants, istransformed into an equation 
of the form (3.5) by the change of independent variable given by x = et. 
Thus, we deduce from Polya’s result he following statement. 
LEMMA 3.4. Equation (3.6) is disconjugate on (0, w) if, and only ;f, all the 
roots of the indicial polynomial, 
Z(Z - 1) 1.. (Z - n + 1) + an-&z - 1) ... (.z - n + 2) + ... + a0 = 0, 
(3.7) 
are real. 
The polynomial (3.7) corresponding to Eq. (3.2) is 
n-2 
Z(Z - 1) *a* (Z - 2n + 1) - (- 1)” 2-a” n (2n - 1 - 2i)2 = 0. (3.8) 
i=O 
Setting first z = .$ + (2% - 1)/2 and then 5 = 4e2, (3.8) becomes 
fi (2j - 1)” - (- l>” fi [5 - (2j - 1)7 = 0. 
j=l 
Since 
Z= 
2n - 1 i V/ 
2 ’ 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
it follows from Lemma 3.4 that if the roots of (3.9) are real and non-negative 
then (3.2) is disconjugate. The following lemma shows that the roots of (3.9) 
indeed have this property. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 
Q(x) = (- 1)” fi [x - (2i - 1)2]. 
i=l 
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Then all the roots of the equation 
q(4 = Q(O) - Q(x) = 0 (3.11) 
are real, distinct, and non-negative. 
Clearly, x = 0 is a root of (3.11). It is also clear, from the definition fQ, 
that 
q((2j - 1)“) = Q(O) > 0, j = l,..., n. (3.12) 
For n even, q(x) -+ - co as x + co. Thus, we see from (3.12) that in this 
case q(x) has a zero for some x > (2n - 1)‘. Therefore, if n is even (or odd), 
we have to locate the n - 2 (or n - 1) remaining roots of (3.11). 
For integral values of Y, and for n even (or odd), we consider the (n - 2)/2 
(or (n - 1)/2) points x, = (4~)~ which lie in the interval (0, (2n - 1)2). All 
that remains to be shown is that 
QW > Q(O) (3.13) 
for each x, . Indeed, if (3.13) holds then from (3.11) we have 
4w < 0 for each x, . (3.14) 
The alternation fsigns given by (3.12) and (3.14) ensures that q(x) has at 
least two distinct zeros in each interval of the form (a, , b,), where 
a, = (4~ - 1)2 and b, = (4~ + 1)2. Th is implies that for n even (or odd) at 
least 2 + 2[(n - 2)/2] = n (or 1 + 2[(n - 1)/2] = n) zeros of q, and 
therefore all the zeros of q, are real, distinct, and non-negative. 
To prove (3.13), we observe that 
Q(4 = (- 1)” fi [(4~)~ - (2j - l)s] 
i=l 
=(-l)“fi[4~-(2j-l)]fi[4~+(2k-l)] 
j=l k=l 
= (- 1)2n-2v fi [4v - (2j - l)] fi [(2j - 1) - 4~1 fi [4v + 2k - l] 
j=l jaZv+l k=l 
= fi (2i - 1) m$ (2h - 1) fi [4V + 2k _ 11, 
i=l h=l k=l 
(i = 2~ -j + 1, h =j - 2”). 
409/34i2-15 
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If n 3 4v, then 
fj (2i - 1) ;c (2h - 1) fi [4V + 2k - I] 
I;=1 
2v n-s 
= ; (2i - 1)2 JJ (2h - 1 
h=2v+l 
n+2v 
) ,=g+, (2m - l) 
?a-2v n+2v 
=p-v I-I (2m 
vn=n-2v+1 
- 1) 
n-2v 
> n (2i - 1)s fi (2m - 1)s = Q(O), (m=2v+h); 
i=l m=n-2"+l 
and if n < 4v, then 
fi (23 - 1) z (2h - 1) Cl [4v + 2k - 11 
n-2v 
= E (2h - 1)2 i=JaV+, (2; - 1) “E’ (8~ - 2n + 2m - 1) 
m=n-2v+l 
n-2v 
> n (2h - 1)2 fi (2i - 1) “E’ (2m - 1) 
h=l i=n-2v+l m=n-2Vfl 
> fi (2h - 1)2 fi (2m - 1)2 = Q(O), (m = 71 - 2v + k). 
h=l m=2v+1 
Therefore (3.13) holds, and as previously mentioned, this completes the proof 
of the lemma. Applying Lemma 3.5 to (3.9) we see, in view of (3.10), that all 
the roots of (3.8) are real. Hence by Lemma 3.4, (3.2) is disconjugate. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
The following result provides disconjugacy riteria ofan asymptotic nature 
(14, w 
THEOREM 3.6. If Jz l/r(x) dx = 00 and if (2.1) is d&conjugate on [a, co) 
for some a > 0, then 
I 
m 
x2”-“p(x) dx < CD. (3.15) 
a 
Moreover, if r(x) = 1, this condition can be strengthened to 
s 
m 
x2”-‘-“p(x) dx < 03, c > 0. (3.16) 
a 
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These conditions are sharp in the sense that, in (3.19, xzne2 cannot be replaced 
by a h&her power of x and, in (3.16), X2n-1-e cannot be replaced by x2*-l. 
Indeed, from (2.8) we have, for all c > b, 
s 
b Y(X) (u(“))~ dx 
a 
j; ~(4 u2 dx + j: ~(4 q2 dx 
> A, , (3.17) 
where 4 is an (n - 1)st degree polynomial. If (3.15) does not hold, the left- 
hand side of (3.17) tends to zero when c tends to infinity. This, however, is 
absurd since A, > 1 for all c > a. 
To establish (3.16), we apply Theorem 3.1, using a function u E Lb which 
satisfies U(X) = xy on (d, b], where a < d < b. We obtain 
1; x”y(x) dx < 1” p(x) u2 dx < 1: (u(“))~ dx + s:, Kx2(“-‘*I dx, 
a 
where K is a constant. The integral j: x2(“+) dx converges if 21) < 2n - 1, 
i.e., if 2v = 2n - 1 - E, and (3.16) follows. 
We shall prove the sharpness of (3.15) by showing that (2.1) can be dis- 
conjugate if p(x) satisfies z x2+2+‘p(x) dx = CO, for l > 0. To this end, we 
set Y(X) = x1-c. By the theorem of Polya quoted earlier, the operators L, , 
defined by 
L,u = (xl-~u(“))(n), 
are disconjugate on (0, co). Since 
L,u = 0 (3.18) 
is evidently an Euler equation, we see from Lemma 3.4 that the indicial 
polynomial, q&), associated with (3.18) has no non-real roots. When E = 0, 
(3.18) becomes 
Lou = (XU(nyn) = m(2n) + nu(2n-l) = 0, 
and the indicial polynomial in this case is 
q,(z) = ~(2 - 1) ... (z - 2n + 1) + nz(z - 1) .** (z - 2n + 2) 
=(z-n+ I)z(z-- l)...(x--22n+ 1) =O. 
Clearly, except for the one double zero at z = n - 1, all the other zeros of 
q0 are distinct. Therefore, when E is sufficiently small and different from zero, 
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&x) = 0 has 2n real roots which are all distinct. This implies that, for / a / 
sufficiently small but different from zero, the equation 
4<(Z) + 01 = 0 (3.19) 
also has 2n distinct real roots. But (3.19) is the indicial polynomial associated 
with 
(&EU(ny) _ (- I>" (- l)n+l au = () 
$n-l+E (3.20) 
Hence, this equation is disconjugate. Choosing the sign of (Y so that 
(- l)n+lo1 > 0, we have in (3.20) an equation of the form (2.1) which is 
disconjugate even though sz ~P--~+~p(x) dx = co. Therefore, (3.15) is sharp 
in the sense indicated. 
The case y(x) zz 1 can be handled in a similar manner. Indeed, if 
PC4 = a/x 2n, the indicial polynomial associated with 
U(Zfi) - (- l)“p(x) u = 0 (3.21) 
is z(z - 1) ... (z - 2n + 1) - (- 1) 01 = 0. Since all the roots of this 
equation are real and distinct when 01 = 0, they remain real and distinct for 
1 01 ( sufficiently small. Thus we may choose an 01 > 0 for whichp(x) > 0 and 
(3.21) is disconjugate. However, for our choice of p(x) we have 
I 
m  
x~“-~+) dx = co, 
a 
and (3.16) is thus also sharp in the sense indicated. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.6. 
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